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Abstract
Earthquake is considered as the main destructive and collapsing factor of structures in near-fault zones, so design
new structures and retrofitting existing structures in order to decrease structural responses is an unavoidable
matter. One of the structural response reduction methods is using of TMDs. In this paper, a two-dimensional
10-storey steel structure as three structural models without PTMD, with a PTMD at the highest level and ten
PTMDs with different characteristics at all levels with the Modal-FNA time-history analysis method under
acceleration records with directivity and without directivity of Parkfield 2004 earthquake at the angle of the
maximum acceleration response in the first mode period of structure after rotating the acceleration records at the
station with directivity and its corresponding angle at the station without directivity were compared to each other
in terms of the roof displacement, the input energy and the base shear. It was observed that the structure behavior
in the case of using only one PTMD is better, but in the case where ten PTMDs with relative smaller masses
were used compared to the case where only one PTMD was used is also with roof displacement reduction.
Keywords: earthquake directivity, near-field earthquake, Pendulum Tuned Mass Damper, tuned mass damper
1. Introduction
Nowadays, due to the low quality construction and control in developing countries and also the occurrence
possibility of with directivity and pulse-type earthquakes in near-fault zones, retrofitting of existing structures is
an undeniable priority. Furthermore, these structures are a place for comfort and convenience of people to live
and work. Vibrations resulted from structural responses between 0.1g to 0.25g could disrupt the operation of the
interested structure (Kareem, Kijewski, & Tamura, 1999). Some sensitive people even feel small accelerations as
0.05g (Kareem et al., 1999). In this paper, the Pendulum Tuned Mass Damper (PTMD) system which is one of
the common tuned mass dampers studied under the Parkfield 2004 with directivity earthquake at the most critical
force applying angle. Other common TMD systems are: Translational TMD, Active TMD and Semi active TMD.
The reasons of choosing PTMD compared to the other types are its simple preparation and installation cost,
simplicity of adding to existing in operation structures without spending much time, proper performance, simple
set up, the absence of any external actuator which reduces the initial cost of installation and maintenance, no
need to apply energy to the system by the actuator and eliminating the possible delay in active tuned mass
dampers (Kareem et al., 1999). The semi active system as shown in Figure 1 has both advantages of the active
and passive systems. This system actively controls the stiffness and damping of the tuned mass damper with less
need to the energy compared to the active system in Figure 2 (Nagarajaiah & Varadarajan, 2005). But, the
disadvantages of this system are complexity, initial costs, maintenance as well as being dependent to the external
actuator.
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Figure 1. Semi activve system
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Figure 2. Acttive system

Two typess of most comm
mon passive TM
MDs are PTM
MD and Translaational TMD (C
Conner, 2003)). For small angular
variations,, PTMD in Figgure 3 and Trranslational TM
MD in Figure 4 show similaar behavior annd can be mod
deled
with equall stiffness and damping ratioo. Hence, the ddesign methodd is the same ffor both system
ms (Conner, 2003).
As shown in Figure 3 and
a Figure 4, oone of the advvantages of PT
TMDs comparred to Translattional TMDs is
i the
absence off any support or
o bearings (Coonner, 2003). B
Based on the ssupport conditiions, the PTMD
D efficiency due
d to
its less fricction is more than
t
Translatioonal TMD andd also the struccture which iss used as suppoort in Translattional
TMDs cauuses increasingg of economicc costs. The Taaipei 101 buildding in Taiwaan represented in Figure 5 with
w a
height of 5508m above thhe ground surfface has three TMDs which one of them iis a PTMD wiith a weight off 660
tons (Tambboli, Joseph, Vadnere,
V
& Xu, 2008).

MD system
Figure 3. PTM

F
Figure 4. Trannslational TMD
D system

Figure 5. T
Taipei 101 buillding
o the
Loads cauused by earthqquakes are moostly random aand involve a greater numbber of natural frequencies of
structure ((Chen & Wu,, 2001). Oftenn, using onlyy one passive TMD system
m is not enouugh for contro
olling
displacemeents of the struucture under seismic loads (Clark, 1988). TMDs shouldd be adjusted bbased on the na
atural
frequency of the structuure, so that whhen the structture starts to vvibrate by the influence of the external force,
f
TMDs witth phase diffeerence start to resonate withh respect to thhe connectionn point to the structure (Settareh,
Ritchey, B
Baxter, & Murrray, 2006).
2. Determ
mination of Acceleration Records Applied
d to Structuree
Two near-fault stations of
o Parkfield eaarthquake 20004 with a distaance of 10km ffrom the earthhquake epicentter as
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shown in Figure 6 are located at tw
wo sides of thee earthquake epicenter are considered, w
which one of them
(Parkfield - Fault Zone 1) is at the diirectivity side and the otherr one (Parkfielld - Fault Zone 7) at the without
directivityy side. By investigating the shhear wave velocity at a deptth of 30m (for stations Parkffield - Fault Zo
one 1
and Parkfiield-Fault Zonee 7 are 178.277 m/sec and 297.46 m/sec, reespectively) thee soil type for both stations is
i the
same (soill type III) accoording to the IIranian code oof Practice for seismic resisttant design of buildings stan
ndard
No.2800, ((2015). The magnitude
m
of thhe recorded earrthquake for bboth stations is 6 on the Richhter scale. The fault
mechanism
m for both statiions is strike sslip and accordding to the menntioned above conditions thee comparison of
o the
results obttained from theese stations is possible becauuse they are inn the same condditions in term
ms of the magnitude,
the distancce from the earrthquake epiceenter, the soil tyype and the faault mechanism
m.

Figure 6. Tw
wo near-fault staations of Parkffield earthquakke 2004
Now, the response acceeleration-periodd graph represented in Figuure 7 is drawnn for the horizontal acceleration
records at the station witth directivity aafter rotating thhe accelerationn records by thhe rotation mattrix in equation
n (1).
It is obserrved in Figuree 7 that the m
maximum valuee at the first m
mode period oof the studiedd structure T=1.64s
occurred aafter α=40° rootation of the recorded 0 deegree at the anngle of 40° w
which indicatess the angle tha
at we
applied thee acceleration records at it as shown in Figgure 8, and alsso 0 degree accceleration recoords recorded at
a the
station wiithout directivvity are rotateed to α=40° aas shown in F
Figure 9 and applied to thhe structure as the
acceleratioon records withhout directivityy.
R

cos α
sin α

sin α
cos α

(1)

Figure 77. the responsee acceleration--period graph aat the station w
with directivityy after rotating the acceleratio
on
records by tthe rotation maatrix R
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Figure 8. Wiith directivity aacceleration appplied to the sttructure

Figure 9. Withhout directivityy acceleration applied to the structure
3. Determ
mination of Reelationships an
nd Characteriistics of PTMD
The equatiion of the freee vibration motion of the penndulum shownn in Figure 10 under the inittial conditions is as
equation ((2), where IZZAA is the momeent of inertia of the pendullum mass arouund point A, C is the pendulum
damping, m is the penduulum mass equual to 0.1 of thhe structure m
mass (assumingg the rod withoout mass) and D is
the distancce between thee pendulum maass center and Point A.

Figuure 10. Penduluum consideredd in this study
(2)
I θ Cθ
θ
0
The equattion of motionn for each penndulum withoout consideringg the dampingg in order to obtain the na
atural
angular freequency of thhe pendulum is as equation (3). This equuation is a nonn-linear expresssion and coulld be
consideredd as linear for small angles w
with a good appproximation byy equation (4) and obtain thee pendulum na
atural
frequency as equation (55), where ω is the natural aangular frequeency of the system.
I

θ

0
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(4)
(5)

Then, as thhe structure annd the penduluum should havve the same anngular frequenccy to adjust PT
TMD, thereforre the
damped anngular frequenncy resulted froom the time hisstory analysis by the Modal--FNA method is considered equal
e
to the dam
mped angular frrequency of the pendulum byy assuming thee structure dam
mping ratio equual to 5 percen
nt. By
substitutinng equation (5) into equation (6) where ω is the dam
mped angular frequency, a rrelationship fo
or the
pendulum length is obtaained which deepends on the mass moment of inertia IZZAA, the damped angular frequency,
the pendullum weight annd the dampingg ratio by equuation (7). Sinnce the mass m
moment of inerrtia for the cylinder
around its central axis iss equal to IZZAA = MR/2, by ssubstituting thiis value into eqquation (7), annd by assuming the
damping rratio for each mode
m
as consttant, the damped angular freequency is a unnique value, hhence the ratio of µ
for each m
mode is a consttant value. Theen, equation (88) is obtained. This formula aassists architeccts to determin
ne the
user spacee occupation am
mount which iis the disadvanntage of the PTMD system bbased on theirr desire, becau
use as
long as equuation (8) worrks for certain values of the ppendulum lenggth and the cyllinder radius, tthe damped angular
frequency does not channge.
ω

1

ω

ξ

D

(6)
(7)

D

μR

(8)

4. Discusssion
By assumiing that the pendulum
p
dispplacement due to the initial displacementt and velocity is at the dam
mping
conditionss similar to Figgure 11, X (t) iis calculated bby equation (9)) where ø is thhe phase angle and is calcu
ulated
by equatioon (10) with a good approxiimation. In thiis paper, we inntend to use a pendulum thaat after 5 cycle
es its
response reaches to 10 percent
p
of its peak value, hennce equation (110) turns into tthe simple equuation (11) in which
w
n10% is the number of cyccles which takkes long that thhe pendulum reesponse reachees to 10 percennt of its peak value.
v
This relatiionship yields the damping ratio value eqqual to =0.07332. Therefore,, the C dampinng is also obta
ained
from equattion (12) and The
T system stifffness is calcuulated by equattion (13).

Figure 11. Peendulum displaacement due too the initial connditions
X t

Ae

cos ω

ξ
ξ

(9)
(10)

.

(11)

%

2
2ξmω
K

(12)
(13)

The studieed structure inn this paper is a two-dimenssional 10-storeey steel structuure with three spans with sp
pecial
steel mom
ment frame as shown in Figurre 12. Accordinng to the menttioned relationnships above w
we use PTMDs with
a length off D=0.75m andd the radius off R=1m. In thee following, thrree structure m
models are investigated. In model
m
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number 1, the structure is assumed w
without PTMD,, in model num
mber 2 the whhole mass of P
PTMD is put at
a the
10th level (PTMD (II)) and in modeel number 3 thhe PTMD maass is divided between all levels (PTMD
D1 to
PTMD10) with respect to
t the levels laateral displaceements under tthe earthquakee force based oon the Iranian code
of Practice for seismic resistant desiign of buildinngs standard N
No.2800 (20155), and applieed the accelerration
records wiith directivity and without diirectivity to eaach three modeels. In Table 1 the damping and stiffness of
o the
used PTM
MDs are presennted. These thrree models aree compared too each other inn terms of the roof displacem
ment,
input energgy to the structure and the baase shear.

Figgure 12. 2D sttructure used inn this study
Table 1. D
Damping and sttiffness of PTM
MDs
Namee
PTMD
D(II)
PTMD
D10
PTMD
D9
PTMD
D8
PTMD
D7
PTMD
D6
PTMD
D5
PTMD
D4
PTMD
D3
PTMD
D2
PTMD
D1

Modell
II
III
III
III
III
III
III
III
III
III
III

C(Kg/Sec)
1354.96
224.772
214.882
200.472
181.222
157.65
130.55
100.867
69.805
39.25
12.975

K(Kg/Sec2)
348683.8
57840.92
55295.83
51587.73
46634.11
40568.79
33594.72
25956.152
17963.111
10100.219
3338.9748

5. Comparison Based on
o Roof Displaacement
with directivity
y and
Accordingg to Figure 13 and Figure 144 which are rellated to the casses of acceleraation records w
acceleratioon records wiithout directivvity, respectiveely it is obserrved that the best case in terms of the roof
displacemeent in both casses including w
with and withoout directivityy is the secondd model in whiich the whole mass
of PTMD is placed at thhe 10th level annd causes a siggnificant reducction in the rooof displacemennt. Also in the third
model, in most of the tim
me history thee roof displaceement shows a suitable behaavior in the casse that accelerration
records wiith directivity are applied to the structure compared to tthe case without PTMD andd decreases the roof
displacemeent, but in soome times inccreases the rooof displacemeent compared to the initiall model. How
wever,
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throughouut the displacem
ment time histtory in the casse that acceleraation records w
without directiivity are applied to
the structuure, the third model
m
decreasses the roof diisplacement coompared to thhe initial modeel. It could alsso be
understoodd that as we goo towards the end of the tim
me history, the P
PTMD effect oon the roof dissplacement is more
than the innitial momentss of the earthqquake force appplying to the structure and it is also obseerved that as we
w go
towards thhe end of the rooof displacement time historry, this decreassing effect resuulted from PT
TMDs in the se
econd
and third m
models get close to each otheer.

Figuure 13. Roof diisplacement duue to with directivity accelerration records

Figuree 14. Roof dispplacement duee to without dirrectivity acceleeration recordss
6. Comparison Based on
o Input Enerrgy
Using the PTMD system
m in the struccture compareed to the initiaal structure caauses increasinng of stiffnesss and
decreasingg the structuree period whichh is because oof the structurre characteristtics and does not depend on
n the
earthquakee force and leaads to increase the input enerrgy to the struccture. As show
wn in Figure 155 which is abou
ut the
case of accceleration recoords with direectivity, it is observed that tthroughout thee earthquake ooccurrence time the
maximum input energy is
i related to the second modeel which includdes a structuree with a PTMD
D located at the
e 10th
level and indicated the maximum vallue of the struucture stiffnesss compared to two other moodels. In Figurre 16
which is aabout the casee of accelerattion records w
without directiivity, it is obsserved that in moments tha
at the
maximum value of the acceleration iis applied to tthe structure aas shown in F
Figure 9 the innput energy of the
structure iss less than twoo other modelss, but as we goo towards the eend of the timee history of thee earthquake which
w
is accomppanied by decrreasing the accceleration appplied to the sstructure, the structure inpuut energy incre
eases
compared to two other models and allso as shown in Figure 16 iin most times during the eaarthquake the input
energy vallue of the thirdd model is morre than the secoond one.
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F
Figure
15. Inpuut energy due tto with directivvity acceleratioon records

Figgure 16. Input energy due to without directtivity accelerattion records
7. Comparison Based on
o Base Shearr
t base shearr is almost sim
milar to the trrend of observved in the inpuut energy chan
nges.
The changging trend of the
Accordingg to Figure 177 and Figure 118 which are aabout the casees of accelerattion records w
with directivity
y and
acceleratioon records witthout directivitty, it is observved that in Figgure 17 that tthe maximum value of the shear
force applied to the struucture is relateed to the seconnd model whicch causes the maximum stifffness increasin
ng in
the structuure compared to
t two other m
models. The thhird model alsoo causes increaasing the basee shear, but in most
cases this increase is lesss than the vallues obtained bby the secondd model and thhe initial structture almost ha
as the
minimum base shear at almost all mooments and it is also observved that as we approach to tthe end time of
o the
earthquakee occurrence the
t differencess of the base sshear betweenn three provideed models deccrease significa
antly.
But in Figgure 18 conditions are diff
fferent and at the beginningg of the earthhquake which the values of the
acceleratioon applied to the structure are greater, thhe base shear of the initial structure is leess than two other
models, buut as we approoach to the endd of the earthquuake time whiich is accompaanied by decreeasing of the values
of acceleraations applied to the structurre, the base shhear obtained ffrom the initiall structure incrreases compared to
two other models and itt is also observved that the values of the seecond and thirrd models are very close to each
other at thee final cycles of
o the earthquaake.
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Fiigure 17. Base shear due to w
without directivity acceleratiion records

Fiigure 18. Base shear due to w
without directivity acceleratiion records
8. Conclussions
In this papper, three structure models inncluding withoout PTMD, witth a PTMD at the highest levvel and ten PTMDs
at all levells were compaared to each otther. Comparisson of these thhree models inn terms of the roof displacem
ment,
the input eenergy and thee base shear inn both cases off acceleration rrecords with ddirectivity and without directivity,
showed thhat the model with a PTMD
D shows a bettter behavior inn terms of the roof displacem
ment decrease
e, but
sometimess for placing a large mass on a span off a specific leevel we encouunter problemss especially in
n the
retrofittingg context whicch this mass hhas not been cconsidered in the initial callculations andd specific measures
should be considered forr this purpose. In such casess, to get relativve good resultss for reducing the response of
o the
roof displaacement we coould use the thhird model whiich is due to thhe use of lightter masses is m
more applicablle for
retrofittingg purposes andd also from thhis view that we have creaated more connstraints to witthstand againsst the
earthquakee instead of the
t second moodel. In both cases of acceeleration recorrds with direcctivity and without
directivity,
y, the maximuum base shearr applied to tthe structure iincreased after using PTMD
D in the stru
ucture
compared to the initial structure
s
whichh is due to thee increase of thhe structure stiiffness and alsoo decreasing of
o the
structure pperiod.
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